R-9001, R-9002 & R-9004 Installation instructions
R-9001 Tunnel Side Lap Belt Mount
R-9004 Extra Short Tunnel Side Lap Belt Mount
*R-9002 Additional Hardware Kit for >85 - >89 models

TUNNEL SIDE LAP BELT MOUNT
*(1985-1989 models require additional hardware kit model R-9002)
The Brey-Krause tunnel side lap belt mount provides a mounting point for snap in lap belts without having to drill holes
through the body shell. The R-9001 is recommended for most factory and aftermarket seats. The R-9004 is recommended
for seats mounted very close to the ground, such as the Racing GT3 seat with direct floor mounting. Note: this product is
designed for driver=s Ed use.
Step 1.
Remove seat track to floor mounting bolts and position seat to gain access to tunnel side seat belt mount located on inside
seat track.
Step 2.
Remove factory bolt and washer that anchors the factory seat belt.
Step 3.
Verify the style (A or B) of the mounting point on the seat rail as shown below. If the mounting bracket does not have a
shoulder that the factory belt fits over, then the R-9002 hardware kit will be necessary for proper installation. It is the
responsibility of the installer to verify proper thread engagement of the supplied hardware.
Step 4
Reinstall seat.
For a style A (with shoulder >90 & newer) replace bolt and washer with Brey-Krause components supplied with R-9001 as
shown below.
STYLE A
(>90 and newer models)
SEE ATTACHED DRAWING

For a style B (without shoulder >85 - >89 models) replace factory hardware with Brey-Krause components supplied with
R-9001 and R-9002 shown below.
STYLE B
(>85 ->89 models)
SEE ATTACHED DRAWING

Performance driving events are by nature potentially hazardous to your health. Brey-Krause Mfg. Co. Inc. shall not be liable
for injury, consequential, or other types of damages resulting from the use or misuse of our products. Proper installation of
these parts is critical and should only be done by a professional shop.
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